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Abstract: Background: Most adnexal neoplasms are benign, and each of the most common benign lesions has a typical sonographic

appearance. At times adnexal neoplasms may be considered as indeterminate through ultrasound examination, either the organ of
origin cannot be ascertained or the mass cannot be classified as benign or malignant with conviction. The most insidious and
intractable disease in the adnexa is ovarian cancer. Computed Tomography (CT) Providing a systematic and wide coverage of the
abdomen in the same session makes CT well suited for imaging and staging of gynecologic diseases. Hence, CT is the current imaging
modality of choice in the preoperative evaluation of ovarian cancer. This study review an approach to CT in the diagnosis of ovarian
neoplasms. Methods: This is an observational study, during January 2015 to October 2016, in the department of Radio diagnosis,
Justice K. S. Hegde Hospital, Mangalore. The study were conducted in 46 cases who underwent contrast enhanced CT scan of abdomen
and pelvis followed by histopathological examination of the specimen. Results: In the study, histopathology revealed 23 benign (50%)
and 23 (50%) malignant cases. CT scan showed sensitivity of 65.2%, specificity of 82.6%, PPV of 83.3% and NPV of 90.5% with an
accuracy of 73.9% in detecting ovarian neoplasms. Conclusion: Knowledge of certain radiologic findings that predominate for each
type of tumor may help to distinguish benign from malignant tumors. CT imaging using parameters such as ill-defined margin, mixed
components, ascites, heterogeneous enhancement pattern and presence of peritoneal deposits can give a high confidence in deriving the
diagnosis of malignancy in suspected cases of ovarian neoplasms.
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1. Introduction

2.3 Inclusion Criteria

Ovarian cancer is the seventh [1] most common cancer
worldwide among women contributing 3.6% of all cancers
(excl. non-melanoma skin cancer) diagnosed in 2012 and
causing more deaths than any other gynecologic malignancy.
Lifetime risk of cancer in hereditary patients is 40% to 50%
with an earlier age of onset (10-15 years) than do other
ovarian malignancy [2]. The most important prognostic
factor is the stage of the lesion at the time of diagnosis [3].
Providing a systematic and wide coverage of the abdomen in
the same session, makes CT well suited for imaging and
staging of gynecologic diseases. Thin section CECT allows
visualization of the ovaries even in postmenopausal women
[4], [5]. The ability of CT to evaluate the liver, para-aortic
region, omentum, and mesentery makes it useful for judging
the gross extent of hematogenous, lymphatic, and peritoneal
spread of ovarian cancer. Hence, CT is the current imaging
modality of choice in the preoperative evaluation of ovarian
cancer [4]–[8].

 Clinically suspected cases of adnexal neoplasms.
 Adnexal lesions found incidentally on ultrasound.

2. Methodology

2.4 Exclusion Criteria
Patients with contraindication for CT. (Pregnancy, Renal
failure).
2.5 Statistical Analysis
Diagnostic comparison using Sensitivity, Specificity, Positive
predictive value (PPV), Negative predictive value (NPV) and
accuracy were done [9].

3. Results
Among 46 patients in the study, calculation of frequency of
age groups and patient age statistics were done. Table 1 and
Table 2 show patient age demographic details.
Table 1: Frequency of age groups

2.1 Source of data
The study is a prospective observational study conducted in
46 cases between January 2015 to October 2016, in the
department of Radio diagnosis, Justice K. S. Hegde
Hospital, Mangalore.
2.2 Method of Study
All patients included in the study underwent CT scan of
abdomen and pelvis (GE Brightspeed Select Elite 16 slice
CT scanner with contrast) followed by histopathological
examination of the specimen.

Age group
30 and below
31 - 50
Above 50
Total

Frequency
5
28
13
46

Percent
10.9
60.9
28.3
100

Table 2: Patient age statistics
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation

Age
19
68
44.8913
12.22971
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The histopathological analysis of specimens was tabulated in
Table 3.

peritoneal metastases, and lymphadenopathy was also used to
confirm malignancy [10].

Cross tabulation of CT imaging features and its correlation
with histopathology were listed in Table 4.

In present study, CT scan showed sensitivity of 65.2% with
positive predictive value of 83.3%, specificity of 82.6% with
egative predictive value of 90.5% and an accuracy of 73.9%.

Fishers exact test/Chi square test (Table 5) was used to
compare the sensitivity of CT scan in detecting the ovarian
cancer with level of significance (p value) if <0.05 and
highly significance if <0.01.

4. Discussion

Table 4: Diagnostic performance of CT and histopathology
in evaluation of ovarian neoplasms
Detection

The youngest patient was 19 years and the most elderly
patient was 68 years with a mean age ± standard deviation of
44.9±12.2 years. Majority of patients were in third to fifth
decades of age and only 5 patients were in the less than 30
years group.
In the observed subjects, there were 23 benign (50%) and 23
(50%) malignant cases which were diagnosed on
histopathology.
The morphological characteristics associated with strong
likelihood of malignancy in present study were the presence
of ill-defined margin( 65.2%), mixed components(65.2%),
heterogeneous enhancement on contrast administration
(67.4%), ascites (80.4%) and peritoneal deposits (82.6%);
where ascites and peritoneal deposits showed a highly
significant correlation towards ovarian malignancy.
Lymphadenopathy assessed with CT imaging showed an
accuracy of 60.9%.
Table 3: Histopathological findings in 46 patients

Nature

The sensitivity and specificity were compared to other
studies in literature and is given in Table 6.

Type
Epithelial
Epithelial
Epithelial
Germ cell
Epithelial
Epithelial
Epithelial

Histopathology
Frequency
Serous cyst adenoma
5
Mucinous cyst adenoma
4
Mucinous tumor
1
Benign
Cystic teratoma
5
Serous cyst adenocarcinoma
7
Serous adenocarcinoma
4
Mucinous adenocarcinoma
2
Poorly differentiated
Epithelial adenocarcinoma
6
Germ cell Immature teratoma
1
Mixed germ cell tumor
(dysgerminoma, embryonal
Germ cell carcinoma)
1
Krukenberg tumor - primary
Metastatic from breast
1
Severe dysplasia with colonic
Malignant Metastatic malignancy
1
Acute on chronic salpingo
oporitis
1
Hemorrhagic cyst
1
Endometriotic cyst
4
Mesenteric cyst
1
Others
Negative for malignancy
1
Total
46

Sensitivity Specificity PPV
%
%
%
Bi vs unilateral
60.7
52.2
56
Size(cm) : (>=7 vs
69.6
21.7
47.1
<7)
Margin : ill47.8
82.6
73.3
defined vs well
defined
Tissue content :
82.6
47.8
61.3
mixed vs solid
Enhancement:
87
47.8
62.5
hetero vs
homogeneous
Septation : (+ vs -)
78.3
21.7
50
Calcification : (- vs
13
65.2
27.3
+)
Ascites : (+ vs -)
91.3
69.6
75
Lymphadenopathy:
52.2
69.6
63.2
( + vs -)
Peritoneal
69.6
95.7
94.1
implants: (+ vs -)
Overall
65.2
82.6
83.3

NPV Accuracy
%
%
57.1
56.5
41.7
45.7
61.3

65.2

73.3

65.2

78.6

67.4

50
42.9

50
39.1

88.9
59.3

80.4
60.9

75.9

82.6

90.5

73.9

Table 5: shows the ‘p’ value cross tabulation

CT Consideration in
Ovarian cancer
Uni/bilateral CT *
Histopathology
Size(cm) CT *
Histopathology
Margin CT *
Histopathology
Tissue content CT*
Histopathology
homo/heterogeneous CT*
Histopathology
Septation CT *
Histopathology
Calcification CT *
Histopathology
Ascitis CT *
Histopathology
Lymphadenopathy CT *
Histopathology
Peritoneal implants CT *
Histopathology

‘p’
value

Fishers exact test/Chi
square test

.721

Not considered

.721

Not considered

.022

Significant for malignancy

.022

Significant for malignancy

.010

Significant for malignancy

.639

Not considered

.083

Not considered

.000

Highly significant for
malignancy

.115

Not considered

.000

Highly significant for
malignancy

Fatima Mubarak et al. states that MDCT is an excellent
noninvasive modality to differentiate adnexal masses from
benign and malignant causes. The presence of ascites,
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Table 6: Comparison of studies on CT for detection of
ovarian malignancy
Study
Kurtz et al. [11]
Kinkel et al. [12]
Liu J et al. [13]
Firoozabadi et al.[14]
Moideen N et al. [15]
Present study

Sensitivity Specificity
90%
88%
81%
87%
85%
86%
79%
92%
95%
46%
65.50%
82.60%

5. Conclusion
CT imaging using parameters such as ill-defined margin,
mixed components, ascites, heterogeneous enhancement
pattern and presence of peritoneal deposits can give a high
confidence in deriving the diagnosis of malignancy in
suspected cases of ovarian neoplasms.
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